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Abstract: Precision irrigation, defined as accurate and appropriate agricultural techniques characterized by optimal management and best collaboration of various irrigation factors, attracts great attention and obtains wide employments in different irrigation conditions or cultivation processes. Moreover, it becomes well-established in major areas of agricultural researches and across the broad spectrum of agricultural techniques especially in specific sectors of scientific frontiers, including soil quality, irrigation scheduling, water resource distribution, crop productivity, tillage management, climate adaptation, and environment monitoring, etc. This paper reviews the research developments and integrated applications of precision irrigation in typical domains of mechanism and performance, covering key aspects such as process optimization, schedule modelling, and effectiveness evaluation, indicating that advanced irrigation optimization methods support higher productivity of crop field and better environmental conditions of soil; Current schedule modelling techniques provide a set of instructive demonstrations and heuristic descriptions for the working principles of precision irrigation and the quantitative assessments of irrigation productivity; The novel investigation on effectiveness evaluation is extremely significant to obtain higher infiltration efficiency, simultaneously to achieve the optimized irrigation qualities for water balance condition, soil water redistribution, and soil moisture uniformity so that the effectiveness quality of irrigation infiltration could be improved remarkably. It is concluded that precision irrigation owns an outstanding collaborating capability and possesses much better working advancement in typical calibration indexes of cultivation accuracy and infiltration efficiency, meanwhile, a high agreement between the predicted and actual irrigation effectiveness could be expected. This novel irrigation review concentrating on the conceptual and systematic progress should be promoted constructively to improve the quality uniformity for precision irrigation and its constructive influences in different applications, and to facilitate the integrated management of agricultural production by higher irrigation efficiency consequently.
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1 Introduction

As agriculture spends most of the water resources in the world, water scarcity and soil quality have become major constraints to human development and water balance condition. In the past 20 years, precision irrigation has been investigated and emphasized due to the remarkable population increment, extreme environmental condition, and excessive water demands¹,². It is well known that water conservation through precision irrigation, alleviates a large portion of the burden of water demand³. As some adaptive measures in the irrigated agriculture nowadays include fallowing land, shifting cropping patterns, increased groundwater pumping, reservoir storage capacity expansion, and increased production of risk-averse crops⁴, it is important to introduce precision irrigation techniques to ensure the sustainable usage of water/soil resource and feed the enormous population all around the world⁵. In this paper precision irrigation is defined as the high-efficient and appropriate employment of water and soil resources to acquire the optimum growth result of crop plants and reduce adverse environmental impacts, it is a collaborative mechanism that controls the land productivity, maximizes the revenue and minimizes the conditional impact on surroundings by automating the complete irrigation performance⁶. Simultaneously, as a unique irrigation operation, it also involves the optimal management and best coordination of all participant factors of the agricultural irrigation process. This technique could be applicable to all operational irrigation methods such as precise drip irrigation, subsurface deficit irrigation, and adaptively alternate irrigation, at appropriate spatial and temporal scales. Precision irrigation comprises a wide range of irrigation systems, both at on-farm plot, or scheme levels, corresponding to very different agricultural requirements and cultivation monitoring reality⁷,⁸. Recently, extensive efforts have been made to survey the amount and distribution of irrigation water withdrawals⁹, as the soil water storage, circulation efficiency of groundwater, moisture distribution efficiency, and moisture diffusivity, are all necessary to promote the working efficiency of precision irrigation remarkably. It is also imperative to determine the exact effect of soil water redistribution for irrigation management, as well as with
irrigation productivity and transpiration consumption. Some advanced irrigation control models including soil water balance models, hydrologic models, Decision Support System for Agrotechnology Transfer (DSSAT) models, Geographic Information System (GIS)-based models, Information and Communications Technology (ICT) and Internet of Things (IoT) methods, have already been used widely in process optimization, schedule modelling and effectiveness evaluation[10,11], which are discussed in this paper. Consequently, the functional classification of precision irrigation systems is a fundamental initial step to serve as a basis for its conceptual and systematic review, contributing to the sustainability and stability of irrigated agriculture demanding high-efficient management of environmental resources under existing environmental constraints[12].

Based on the above-mentioned introduction, the rationale and significance of precision irrigation for agricultural production could be fully acknowledged. In order to demonstrate the conceptual and systematic progress of precision irrigation techniques, here this paper proposes a constructive overview concerning its process optimization in Section 2; then the representative schedule modelling practices of precision irrigation are enumerated by Section 3; Section 4 discusses the effectiveness evaluation of precision irrigation in details, thus its complex influence mechanism in actual performances could be highlighted; Based on these subsections, Section 5 presents the future research trends of precision irrigation; and Section 6 concludes this paper eventually.

2 Process optimization of precision irrigation

In the interest of implementing persistent agrandizement of precision irrigation effectiveness, which needs high-efficient and supportive irrigation equipment that recognizes the conditional equilibrium in water-saving operation and crop productivity intensification[13], the process optimization of precision irrigation should be emphasized and realized by balancing the requirements of condition and cost. Effective testing and tentative simulation are very important to facilitate water and energy application for system design and irrigation supervision so that the main objectives of irrigation process optimization are maximizing water application efficiency and distribution uniformity, minimizing water loss and soil erosion while keeping the agricultural irrigation costs at a minimized scale.

From the view of recently-published literature, it could be learned that irrigation optimization should be performed during the designing stage of the irrigation system, including irrigation setups, pumping systems, sprinkler nozzles, irrigation network, and intelligent control platform. Table 1 gives a progress demonstration of irrigation optimization. There are a set of investigations concerning the combination of Remote Sensing (RS) and GIS for precision irrigation. Various optimization methods used for actual irrigation, including linear programming (LP), non-linear programming (NLP), dynamic programming (DP), genetic algorithms (GA), and simulated annealing (SA), have all been employed frequently for better quality and higher productivity of crop cultivation. For example, an optimization method was presented to improve the water-usage efficiency in tea irrigation and analyze the complex correlation between irrigation efficiency and farming characteristics using the Tobit method[30]. Hintsa et al.[40] focused on the coefficient coordination between crop irrigation requirement, vapor pressure deficit (VPD), water use efficiency (WUE), and field productivity, so that their study encourages the optimal implementation of precise deficit irrigation and reduces a remarkable amount of irrigation water by keeping stable crop productivity. A mathematical model called Reservoirs Operation Optimization considering sediment evacuation (RESOOSE) was used to optimize irrigation deficit. Using RESOOSE model the irrigation deficit indexes in soil field could be reduced by 16% while maintaining existing benefits[43].

Table 1  Research progresses in the process optimization domain of precision irrigation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods and algorithms</th>
<th>Objectives and intentions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 MOPECO</td>
<td>Identifying optimal production plans, and water irrigation management strategies[14,15]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Taguchi orthogonal experiments</td>
<td>Determine the optimal levels of factors/interactions of the irrigation process to maximize yield[16-18].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Fuzzy comprehensive evaluation</td>
<td>Evaluating the water-saving irrigation and the optimization of irrigation scheme[19-21].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 AquaCrop method</td>
<td>Optimize the irrigation characteristics with the crop cultivation process from chaotic data[22-24].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 Dynamic programming with successive Approximations (DPSA)</td>
<td>Develop the dynamic irrigation scheduling algorithm for achieving minimum irrigation cost[18, 21].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Ant colony optimization (ACO) method</td>
<td>Enabling dynamic decision variable option adjustment for irrigation system[20-23].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 Genetic algorithms</td>
<td>Reduces irrigation deficiencies downstream and optimizes the cultivation properties of crops[20-23].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 Integrated multi-objective stochastic fuzzy programming</td>
<td>Developed and verified a systematic model to optimize the allocation of agricultural water and land[10, 13].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 Controlled showering optimization (CSO) Transfer</td>
<td>Inspired from the functioning of water distribution tools to model search agents for carrying out the optimization process[21].</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 Meta-heuristic algorithms</td>
<td>Minimize the linear combination of irrigation equipment for monitoring moisture infiltration rate of soil[20-23].</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nowadays, accurate estimation of soil water balance is significant to support the availability of water resources and optimal irrigation management, which makes the process optimization of precision irrigation necessary. The determination of soil/water balance parameters such as precipitation rate, evapotranspiration ratio, soil moisture, and the leaching behavior of environmental nutrient phosphorus were explained and evaluated by the use of lysimeters[42]. Mao et al.[43] and Zurweller et al.[44] respectively derived water balance model to simulate both downward and upward soil water movement, and optimal Nitrogen and irrigation management in heterogeneous unsaturated zones. Since the accuracy of soil water content and evapotranspiration simulation affect crop yield simulations, DSSAT is a useful suite of field-scale, process-based crop models to simulate crop growth and process optimization[44,45]. By comparison, HYDRUS is an effective hydrological model to investigate the probable effects of subsurface drainage on soil water dynamics[46-48]. By using these two models the scheduling procedure of hydrologic needs can be simulated[49,50]. When it comes to the utilization of DSSAT models in precise drip irrigation, DSSAT was used on the growth and yield occasions of the drip-irrigated crops[2,51]. Accordingly, Bhunia et al.[52], Asfandyar et al.[53], and Feng et al.[54] mapped the spatial variation of water resources for irrigation purposes, and the impact quantification of center pivot irrigation system uniformity as well[51]. All these endeavors facilitate the process optimization of advanced irrigation techniques greatly.

On the topic of adaptive process optimization, the optimum abstraction of groundwater resources was estimated for sustainable management of precision irrigation[55]. Similarly, a novel
adaptive process optimization for the real-time monitoring of pressurized water irrigation pipeline network has been proposed, by employing multi-objective genetic approaches[60]. This approach realizes the optimal operational sectoring to increase economic profit and decrease consumption cost, whilst satisfies the crop cultivation demand by considering the temporal balance between soil water content (SWC), soil evaporation, and infield spatial infiltration variability. A novel parameter optimization method using Adaptive Network-based Fuzzy Inference System (ANFIS) based upon orthogonal irrigation experiment, which could be suitable to the parametric optimization of precision irrigation process[57].

To summarize the process optimization of precision irrigation, it could be observed that based on these mentioned attempts and preparations, more advanced optimization techniques for precision irrigation were targeted and investigated to obtain higher agriculture yield and irrigation qualities with a minimum cost; especially, it could also be learned that the intelligent optimization approaches for precision irrigation control, the adaptive equilibrium in irrigation parameter selection, and the collaborative coordination of influential factors for soil moisture uniformity and agricultural crop productions, need to be explored further in future.

3 Schedule modelling of precision irrigation

Concerning appropriate schedule modelling of precision irrigation, there exist traditional researches paid their main attentions on scheduling the crop yield per unit area, by distributing applicable water resource to specific ranged fields according to their corresponding irrigation requirements in soil/water content, vapor pressure deficit, and groundwater quality for irrigation use. In the past several years, some scholars concluded that those effective scheduling models characterized by optimum agreement between their modeled results and actual observed outcomes, demonstrate certain inaccuracies and uncertainties regrettably[58]. In order to deal with this problem, some recent investigations acknowledged that a nonlinear system can be simulated by the integration of linear sub-systems, which has already been confirmed as a reliable schedule modelling technique for the authentication of non-linear optimization systems in precise drip and alternative irrigation. Furthermore, Liang et al. have paid their endeavor on the concentration estimation of effectiveness calibration for precision irrigation by using turbulent flow properties and neural network, thereafter a multi-dimensional fuzzy correlation computation approach applicable for flow energy distribution and clustering characteristics could be provided[59,60], thus a versatile modelling algorithm for intelligent scheduling of precise drip irrigation, covering such indexes as water use efficiency, consumption of transpiration, saturated hydraulic conductivity, and water balance condition, could be expected.

On the other side, the new era of big data and ICT make it possible to have a larger amount of agricultural information available, leading to the development and promotion of new prediction tools for the schedule modelling of precision irrigation[61,62]. Besides, some related research works on sensor cloud have primarily focused on the challenges of Wireless Sensor Network (WSN)-based applications. Smart irrigation enables the collection of agricultural data and employment of automatic farming techniques so that IoT is introduced widely to give farmers quick access to develop schedule modelling and smart irrigation system[63]. IoT has a unique capacity to remotely monitor essential irrigation variables such as soil moisture and water infiltration concentration, and remotely operate the accompanied irrigation equipment[64,65], it is expected to reduce the number of human labour required and increase the accuracy of schedule modelling. Through improving soil moisture content and saturated hydraulic conductivity, IoT will considerably enhance the schedule modelling efficiency and agricultural productivity for practical irrigation performance[66,67]. In this manner, more research endeavors should be made for affecting horticulture to brilliant using IoT progresses in advanced irrigation systems[68,69].

### Table 2 Research progresses in the schedule modelling domain of precision irrigation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Methods and algorithms</th>
<th>Objectives and intentions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 Mixed integer quadratic programming (MIQP)</td>
<td>Improve the efficiency of agricultural irrigation in soil salinity concentration, water drop penetration, and transpiration[70-73]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 Simulated annealing algorithm</td>
<td>Making the objective function value obtained from precision irrigation is close to the global optimum[74-75]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 Particle swarm optimization (PSO)</td>
<td>Search the solution space intelligently and find out the best solution in precision irrigation schedule[76]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 Bee colony and invasive weed optimization (BCIWO)</td>
<td>Highlight the irrigation characteristics with crop cultivation process from chaotic data[77-78]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 RZWQM (Root zone water quality model)</td>
<td>Used for quantifying the effects of moisture infiltration rates on soil-crop systems due to accurate simulation of farmland water and nutrient cycling[79]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 Shuffled frog leaping algorithm (SFLA)</td>
<td>Ensuring a low-pressure irrigation flow for high-efficient soil/water storage in crop cultivation[80-81]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 GIS-coupled model</td>
<td>The addition of high efficient irrigation improves the cultivation properties of crops[82]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 NSGA-II (Non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm)</td>
<td>Developed a systematic model to predict the moisture infiltration, soil salinity concentration, and circulation efficiency of groundwater[83-84]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9 DSSAT (Decision support system for agrotechnology Transfer)</td>
<td>Applied the combined integrated irrigation with decision-making process to irrigation support for uplifting the circulation efficiency of groundwater[85-86]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10 ISAREG model</td>
<td>Predicted the moisture infiltration rate of soil in high accuracy[87]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For the purpose of maximizing per-unit crop productivity, a water requirement-based schedule system could be established and employed for the precise scheduling of water distribution efficiency (deficient irrigation). According to this novel conception Pawar et al.[93] improved water productivity and cumulative infiltration ratio by using the calibrated AquaCrop model as well. Sepidieh et al.[94] also presented a systematic logical model for decision-making to evaluate technical reliability and schedule modelling of agricultural water utilization, which was merited by using layer-structured modular consisting of a set of applicable schedule modules to achieve an unstructured assessment for accurate irrigation schedule. By reference to these investigations, the complicated effectiveness of precise alternate irrigation were studied on the yield scheduling and irrigation efficiency of crop plant[95], in more relevant studies Conesa et al.[96] analyzed the constructive influences of precise deficit irrigation on scheduled productivity or infiltration uniformity; Evan et al.[61] designed an effective and precise schedule simulation to optimally control the lawn irrigation demonstrated by Figure 1; Tsang et al.[97] employed the artificial intelligence approach combining the neural network and logic calculation together to develop an optimal irrigation schedule strategy for water balance condition; Linker et al.[98] described a...
high-efficient process modelling method to determine the optimized irrigation schedules for different crop-irrigation seasons. Recently research progresses concerning the schedule modeling based upon different influential factors such as soil salinity concentration, water balance condition, relative proportions of deep drainage and tail water, and water distribution efficiency, can be searched[69].

Figure 1  Schematic of rooftop water harvesting (RWH) for lawn irrigation[61]

Based on a comprehensive survey, Table 2 also presents the latest research progresses in the schedule modelling domain of precision irrigation, all these mentioned studies contribute greatly to the most-developed progress that can be employed extensively in the schedule modelling conditions of precision irrigation. Although most of them only focused on the pure irrigation planning and infiltration modelling processes that describe the growth stage of irrigated crop and variation of soil characteristics, a more deliberate analysis dealing with inherent characteristics and correlative influence is absent in the current technical development of precision irrigation, therefore some difficult problems concerning accurate irrigation scheduling and their correspondingly influence mechanisms are still unstudied and unsettled, unfortunately. An efficient and accurate scheduling implementation of precision irrigation will facilitate the cultivation monitoring and effectiveness upgrading for crop growth or in-field productivity; thereafter, the instructive assessments of correlative impact caused from all participant factors of precision irrigation schedule modelling, for instance, soil water content, surface runoff and drainage, infield infiltration rate, and water drop penetration time, need to be developed and promoted further.

4 Effectiveness evaluation of precision irrigation

As it is well known that efficient utilization of water and soil resource is becoming increasingly essential for irrigation profitability improvement, so that the effectiveness evaluation of precision irrigation, especially on water use efficiency, infiltration rate, moisture diffusivity, cultivation water requirement, and crop productivity, is significant and necessary to meet the higher requirements of agriculture production nowadays. In order to make research preparation for the irrigation effectiveness evaluation, Henrique et al.[100] dimensioned the potential effectiveness of drip irrigation using the calibrated Food and Agriculture Organization - Agroecological Zone Model (FAO-AZM), and paying their high attention to the calibrated levels of cultivation water supply simultaneously. Similarly, Luo et al.[101] investigated the quantitative impacts of water-saving sprinkling on weed growth and plant spread in rice fields, and found that the novel water-saving sprinkling method they proposed not only decreases irrigation water amount greatly but also promotes water productivity and irrigation effectiveness remarkably. According to this realistic demand, Christopher et al.[102] introduced an innovative effectiveness evaluation method that aims to identify predominant geochemical changes in the groundwater system, providing a reliable and accurate tool to determine infiltration opportunity time and evaluate irrigation effectiveness in the subjects of moisture infiltration, water balance condition, and soil water storage. More relevant researches and on-the-spot investigations on the latest achievements concerning the effectiveness evaluation and performance assessment for precision irrigation can also be referenced[103]. Some existing difficult problems, such as the effectiveness comparisons and correlative analysis between irrigation schedules, the energy consumption of irrigation network, the optimal relative proportions of deep drainage and tail water, and multi-objective parametric optimization subject to uncertain agriculture conditions, could be solved in return[104].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3  Research progresses in the effectiveness evaluation domain of precision irrigation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Methods and algorithms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1 Analytic hierarchy evaluation</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>2 Group dynamics effectiveness index (GDEI)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>3 Irrigation effectiveness allocation coefficient</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4 Hydrological drought index</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>5 ANFIS (Adaptive network-based fuzzy inference system)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>6 CWSI (crop water stress index) and time threshold (CWSI-TT)</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>7 Water stress-coupled model</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>8 Coefficient of long distance sediment transportation and distribution</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>9 DEA (data envelopment analysis) and Malinquist index</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>10 Precipitation effectiveness index (PE)</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It is also noteworthy to point out that the effectiveness impacts of irrigation intervals on crop productivity and quality coefficients have already been studied[110]. Since the remarkable impacts of specific irrigation approaches on plant growth are important in the statistic domain, the persistent influences of waste water irrigation on the electrical conductivity of field soil, moisture content, saturated hydraulic conductivity, and other soil quality indexes in practical field conditions, have been evaluated[114]. Their result comparison shows that its effectiveness influences on soil field should be determined according to actual site environment. Discrepancies between them are due to specific waste water and soil properties, climate conditions, and moisture evaporation. On the other side, CROPWAT was capable of quantifying the variation
tendency of the actual irrigation schedule to improve the water balance of agro-ecosystems. Meanwhile Smith et al. [115] demonstrated the application efficiency using a similar irrigation modelling technique for high-flow bay accordingly. Furthermore, in order to highlight the constructive impacts of crop cultivation approaches and precise deficit irrigation, Safi et al. [116] implemented orthogonal irrigation experiments concentrating on the treatments and evaluations of direct seeding and precise deficit irrigation. According to the schematic diagram plotted by Figure 2, full irrigation is recommended first to achieve the highest crop yield with low transpiration rate and drainage consumption, then water deficit during the later stage is highly recommended for irrigation management if the economic benefits, water equilibrium condition, and irrigation efficiency be considered in the studied field region.

As the complicated correlation between soil organic matter, effective cation exchange capacity (ECEC), exchangeable bases, and hydrogen ion concentration (pH) was defined, Adejumobi et al. [117] determined the effectiveness indexes of precision irrigation on soil quality status. Since waste water use in precision irrigation becomes a widely accepted operation to satisfy the rapid-increasing water demands in dry areas [118], the crop yield could be promoted remarkably during the high-efficient irrigation operations in the beginning but reduced in the low-efficient irrigation operations, as Figure 3 presents their detailed evolution throughout irrigation operation processes. At the same time, Warwick et al. [119] investigated the diurnal factors to quantify the performance effectiveness of irrigation efficiency. Simultaneously, they also applying three-dimensional mathematical simulations to approximate the day-time constructive influences with minimum measurement/computation errors, thereafter they further investigated the emerging effectiveness of precision irrigation in certain conditions of shallow-rooted crop cultivation. Accordingly, Mojtaba et al. [120] and Liang et al. [121] also assessed the distribution uniformity of moisture variations in precision irrigation occasions when magnetic water was applied; David et al. [122] investigated the complicated impacts of nutrient deficiencies considering the interpretation of plant water status, herein Figure 4 shows the complicated effects of nitrogen and irrigation treatments on maize leaf area development in the glasshouse (upper figures) and field studies (lower figures) respectively, which further verifies the experimental principles they summarized.
According to the development tendency of intelligent evaluation for precision irrigation effectiveness, Ramesh et al. and Vinoth et al. proposed IoT framework to improve agriculture yield by scheduling irrigation and fertilization effectively based on the crops’ current requirements\cite{123}, environmental conditions, and weather forecasts\cite{124}. Keswani et al.\cite{125} relied on independent IoT enabled WSN framework consisting of soil moisture (MC) probe, soil temperature measuring device, environmental temperature sensor, humidity sensing device, moisture sensor, daylight intensity device (light dependent resistor), to acquire real-time farm information of irrigation effectiveness through multi-point measurement\cite{9,126}. Moreover, IoT and sensors were employed to efficiently record plant data and watering needs\cite{127}, thereafter the effectiveness evaluation approach was implemented with a mobile phone application interface that could be used to continuously monitor and control the efficient watering system. Since all these effectiveness evaluation technologies have been introduced to the implementation occasions of precision irrigation, their productive influences on the irrigation quality and relevant working properties should be discussed for the interests of effectiveness promotion.

Since the identification and assessment of optimal irrigation performance should be studied to determine the exact effectiveness level of precision irrigation, Önder et al.\cite{112} introduced a risk assessment procedure to quantify the mostappropriate effectiveness indexes in the actual irrigation process. Based on this assessment Ge et al.\cite{128} took representative irrigation treatments to learn the complicated effect of sprinkling time intervals on the crop growth situation. Furthermore, Table 3 demonstrates current research progresses in the effectiveness evaluation of precision irrigation. Using a new drought index\cite{129}, a set of useful predicted soil moisture data could be obtained from a variable infiltration capacity (VIC) estimation over the irrigated area, they monitored the profound influence of dry climate on surface runoff and drainage, soil/water redistribution effect, and moisture diffusivity by using applicable effectiveness evaluation mode. Pawlowski et al.\cite{130} also presented the effectiveness study and practical evaluation for a greenhouse irrigation system. Figure 5 describes the comparison of water volume for precision irrigation management and water balance simulation model respectively, and Figure 6 gives the research progress and equipment development\cite{57,103}, which provides effective and stable evaluation methods for precision irrigation effectiveness as required.

This section summarizes from these published literature that the effectiveness evaluation and performance influence build up the main part of agricultural irrigation operations, with the irreplaceable effect of irrigated result assessment, their major contributions could be listed as: firstly, these investigations presented a series of instructive effectiveness evaluation methods to
explain precision irrigation mechanism and to quantify practical moisture infiltration influences on soil field; Secondly, through applying various assessing approaches to describe inherent water infiltration mechanisms and characterize specific soil-irrigation operations, they have studied the complicated influences of different effectiveness factors on the obtained cultivation outcomes or growth stages of objective crop plants; Thirdly, these investigations proposed many effective evaluation methods to reveal actual effectiveness principle, and made insightful discussions of effective schedule optimization and accurate infiltration-monitoring principles; Finally, all these researches provided original suggestions concerning the process control and effect evaluation for remarkable improvement of irrigation effectiveness. Thus, the applicable evaluation methods, the integrative designing of irrigation schedules, and the precise irrigation monitoring when considering the important mutual influences between crop cultivation, soil condition, moisture infiltration, and irrigation techniques, would be our priority efforts in the next few years.

Figure 6 Research progress and equipment development summarized by[121]

5 Future research trends

This review focuses on representative scientific and technological issues covering the process optimization, schedule modelling, and effectiveness evaluation of agricultural irrigation, due to rapid developments in these subjects their inherent mechanisms, working principles, and constructive influences are discussed in detail, here Figure 7 gives typical subjects in the conceptual and systematic investigations, for instance, the importance and necessity, intelligent controlling, resource allocation influence, distribution mechanism, optimization design, and application characteristics of precision irrigation. Meanwhile, Figure 8 presents the literature bibliometrics diagrams on these topics from 1999 to 2020, especially the mathematical investigation and performance estimation, soil treatment and infiltration modes, irrigation planning, and water resource distribution are emphasized. Based on the inclusion of advanced technologies in irrigation management such as soil water balance models, hydrologic models, DSSAT models, GIS-based models, ICT and IoT methods, such key subjects as remote sensing, energy consumption, decision-making, water use efficiency, sensitivity analysis, irrigation coefficient, water source allocation, and infiltration concentration, together with their focused topics and mutual-correlations, can be highlighted accordingly.

Figure 7 Conceptual and systematic investigations of precision irrigation

Figure 8 Literature bibliometrics diagram concerning the most-relevant keywords in the conceptual and systematic progress of precision irrigation

Due to the advent and application of the big data technique, this Figure gives significant demonstrations covering the majority of agricultural irrigation applications. The working mechanisms currently investigated exhibit some generic properties that are worthy of test presentation and effect discussion. Thereafter the prerequisites of environmental influences encountered by them vary between inner relationships and must not be seen as independent subjects. Taking the issue of process optimization for example, which tries to achieve the goal of high agriculture sustainability and appropriate utilization of water consumption, it is observed that the necessity to use intelligent control techniques emerged, such as DSSAT, HYDRUS, Takagi-Sugeno, neuro-fuzzy, ICT, etc. In order to realize the interesting adaptation of schedule modelling for the maintenance and monitoring of precision
irrigation, it could be shown from Figure 8 that effective irrigation scheduling approaches, including AquaCrop, AquaGIS, CROPWAT, favorably reduced the amount of water consumption in comparison with ordinary water allocation methods. Besides, in the occasion of irrigation effectiveness evaluation, with the help of intelligent control methods such as Normalized Sparse Autoencoder-Adaptive Network-based Fuzzy Inference System (NSAE-ANFIS), IoT, and WSN, the service level of irrigation application for sustainable crop production has been investigated to test the model reliability of water withdrawal and soil evaporation, thus the moisture equilibrium and groundwater infiltration monitoring could be guaranteed more easily. Their future perspectives are promising but three major problems exist:

1) How to build up a generic precision irrigation system that enables the improvement of soil moisture uniformity and acceleration efficiency for crop cultivation? The inner structure of those optimized irrigation systems should be made generic in order to standardize the irrigation process and ease their functional design;

2) What is the best way to integrate schedule modeling in the architecture of precision irrigation systems? As the irrigation development is speeding up, the numerical simulation and adaptive control of irrigation scheduling need to be synchronized. Also, the triggering of schedule modeling based on the behaviour of the irrigation system or the adaptive control makes the irrigation task still more difficult, as it requires the irrigation scheduling responsible for the agricultural production management;

3) How to define a full set of irrigation effectiveness that is representative of the diversity of irrigation systems encountered and objectives expected? To guarantee the high-efficient performance of precision irrigation, effectiveness evaluation is significant with respect to management considerations, considering that evaluation of irrigation effectiveness is one of the most important subjects towards the determination of irrigation capability in various experimental conditions.

Based on these problems this section underlines, several research directions could lead to new developments for precision irrigation:

1) Data-oriented irrigation technique integrating artificial intelligence functions to exploit the self-learning ability and to ensure data connectivity. Distributed learning mechanisms could be integrated into actual precision irrigation in order to optimize the irrigation process, increase its working effectiveness, and improve the efficiency adaptability;

2) Dynamic process virtualization of precision irrigation capable of exhibiting working behaviour and decision making support while keeping a certain quality of crop cultivation, thus the optimal irrigation performance could be obtained based on current experimental irrigation conditions;

3) Real-time feedback capabilities that will integrate environmental information processing with precision irrigation system, to better monitor and plan the operation of controlled precision irrigation system, thereafter the high-efficient schedule modelling of irrigation performance could be expected;

4) Interoperability and adaptability of participant components in the precision irrigation system, which capable of operating irrigation system for multi-objective crop cultivation services in various environmental conditions with stable working performance and secure information exchanges;

5) Sustainable effectiveness management of precision irrigation, able to control the resource consumption and implementing working effectiveness of irrigation systems while fully integrating the latest technical developments and practical irrigation requirements together, including infield spatial infiltration, water drop penetration, and groundwater quality for irrigation use as well.

Since Table 4 illustrates the temporal progress of irrigation models and their influential factor contributions, these research directions bring remarkable improvements and rapid developments to build up a sustainable, secure, integrated, and evolutionary irrigation architecture exhibiting novel influential factors needed for the full application and wide promotion of precision irrigation.

**Table 4 Temporal progress of precision irrigation models and their influential factor contributions**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor contributions</th>
<th>Development milestone of precision irrigation research models along the time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sustainability</td>
<td>(DSSAT, 2008)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Real-time Capabilities</td>
<td>(AquaGIS, 2007)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Process Virtualization</td>
<td>(AquaCrop, 2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interoperability</td>
<td>(DRAINMOD, 2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adaptability</td>
<td>(FAO-AZM, 2005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Self-learning ability</td>
<td>(MOPECO, 2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Connectivity</td>
<td>(PSO-SVM, 2003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance Stability</td>
<td>(MODFLOW,2000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision-making Support</td>
<td>(CROPWAT, 2001)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All these important sections explain the conceptual and systematic progress of precision irrigation from unique perspectives of recent developments and integrated implementation. It is worth noting that the novelty of this review lies in the combination of theoretical researches and technical employments in irrigation practice, making it could be conveniently promoted in a lot of actual applications such as irrigation improvement, agricultural crop production, and relevant farming researches as well.

6 Conclusions

1) This review demonstrates the latest optimization developments of precision irrigation to ensure higher productivity of crops and better environmental conditions of soil, simultaneously their promising outcomes and interactive mechanism could also be learned as well. Many effective process optimization approaches such as Takagi-Sugeno, Neuro-fuzzy inference, Adaptive Colony Optimization/Low Impact Docking Mechanism (ACO/LIDM), and genetic algorithm, have been explained, contributing to the optimum result of soil water content and evapotranspiration simulations with higher reliability and better stability. The actual optimized results demonstrated that extraordinary promotions in irrigation performance could be anticipated through employing appropriate process optimization approaches when such advanced irrigation techniques of soil water balance models, hydrologic models, DSSAT, and HYDRUS models being applied, therefore the detailed discussions and conclusive comparisons between objective irrigation influence and obtained crop productivity are greatly helpful to establish a useful research basis for irrigation improvement and efficiency promotion in return;

2) The schedule modelling of precision irrigation has been clearly explained and comparatively discussed, including the theoretical and calculative models most suitable to illustrate its integrated mechanism verification and combined schedule
principles, so that a set of novel modelling methods such as IoT, WSN, ICT, have been proposed and tested to develop schedule modelling and smart irrigation system in the past few years, which provided more instructive demonstrations and heuristic descriptions for the working principles of precision irrigation and the quantitative assessments of irrigation productivity, especially in representative subjects such as soil evaporation rate, soil water redistribution, and groundwater quality for irrigation use. Furthermore, in this subject many new schedule modelling algorithms have been testified for their excellent accuracy and outstanding efficiency: AquaCrop, AquaGIS, Surface Energy Balance Algorithm for Land (SEBAL), 3-D groundwater flow model (MODFLOW), QUAL2E-UNCAS, etc. It is an obvious tendency that more advanced schedule modelling methods, would be expected to enhance scheduling efficiency and agricultural productivity in the future;

(3) Recent irrigation researches have focused on the effectiveness evaluation to confirm their operational mechanisms and constructive influences. For the purpose of promoting the processing efficiency and treatment quality, reliable integration of real-time farming information is extremely significant so as to obtain better irrigation effect and higher production efficiency, simultaneously to achieve better irrigation qualities in water-soil balance, water redistribution, moisture uniformity, etc. As typical evaluation methods have already been used, such as CROPWAT, Particle Swarm Optimization-Support Vector Machine (PSO-SVM), IoT, Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) framework, and NSAE-ANFIS, to monitor and control the efficient watering effect for crop plants, a cogent understanding and process analysis of crop-soil interaction would be realized, so that an optimum integration of influential factors and operational effectiveness is guaranteed and therefore the upgraded agriculture yield could be expected thereby, otherwise the deteriorated crop growth, inferior soil quality, and low circulation efficiency of water resource would be obtained.

This review turns out that precision irrigation witness great development prospects and deserves considerable expectations for its outstanding working efficiency, accurate productivity management, and stable product quality. It drafts the comprehensive development picture and latest investigation status on typical precision irrigation techniques. The conceptual and systematic progress of precision irrigation in process mechanisms, effectiveness improvement, intelligent monitoring, integrative controlling, and automated equipment, are the most critical preference areas and focused frontiers need to be explored for its upcoming developments.
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